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The higher the climber is on the mountain, the lower the 
amount of oxygen. 

2 

3 

3 

As the climber is climbing up the mountain, his body needs 
more energy so he breathes faster to take in more oxygen and 
give out more carbon dioxide at a faster rate resulting in a 
greater rate of respiration. 

Q20 No. As Material D can only hold 10 1kg balls and part S needs to be 
able to hold 13kg of food. So, if the delivery rider has 13kg of food, the 
bag .,,m break and the delivery driver would not be able to deliver the 
foodl, 

Q21 a) Shadows are formed when light travels in a straight line. If 
blocked by a translucent or opaque object, a shadow will not 
be formed. 
K. He was the nearest to the light source so his shadow height
will be the greatest. Performer K should be the shortest in
height so that he can have the same height of the other
performers.

Q22 H acts as a control set-up to show that any change in the
temperature of water in the beaker is only due to the
presence of th�"tating plate.

--

(i) set-up C -

(ii) set-up B
The temperature of water in Set-up C is increasing faster than 
8 since the beaker in Set-up C has a greater surface area in 
contact with the metal heating plate. Thus, C will gain heat 
faster from the metal plate than the water in B. 




